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ABSTRACT

In this work, we present a practical system which uses mobile devices for interactive manuals. In particular, there are two modes provided in the system, namely, expert/trainer and trainee modes. Given the expert/trainer editor, experts design the step-by-step interactive manuals. For each step, the experts capture the images by using phones/tablets and provide visual instructions such as interest regions, text, and action animations. In the trainee mode, the system utilizes the existing object detection and tracking algorithms to identify the step scene and retrieve the respective instruction to be displayed on the mobile device. The trainee then follows the displayed instruction. Once each step is performed, the trainee commands the devices to proceed to the next step.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, thanks to the massive coverage of the Internet, people are able to access useful do-it-yourself materials to help them in their work and daily lives. Situations where individuals need to get quick instructions can range from fixing consumer devices to cooking or baking. Some of these do-it-yourself materials can be found from popular video websites, i.e., YouTube [1]. Others can be found from the websites such as Instructables [2] and wikiHow [3]. However, people are usually impatient to follow the full instruction videos and the instructions are not well organized which causes the users to get lost at some point. Also, there is a lack of interactive method to deliver the instructions to trainees in the conventional methods.

In recent years, the rapid proliferation of smartphones and tablets is profoundly changing the way that we behave, consume content and conduct commerce. Almost all of inexpensive smartphones are equipped with cameras, wireless network, gyroscope, and accelerometer. The improvements in imaging capabilities and computational power have given rise to many exciting mobile applications. Augmented Reality (AR) is a technology applied for training purpose. Although there are many AR systems for learning, researchers do not usually use the most important feature of AR - showing an explicit relationship between the virtual learning content and real objects found in the natural environment.

Witnessing the demand of users and the growth of mobile devices, we would like to create a mobile AR-based system that serves as a platform where experts can create and upload manual instructions that can be used by the user to train themselves for the tasks. This new type of training will be based on mobile platforms tapping on all the capabilities. As a solution we propose a system named MARIM, known as Mobile Augmented Reality for Interactive Manuals, which guides the trainees to do things and at the same time ensures that they are doing it right. A short video about our system is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LkwO41eXrM.

2. TECHNICAL DETAILS

Figure 1 depicts the major components of our system. Our proposed system supports two modes, namely, trainer editor mode where the experts can design the manuals, and the trainee mode where the users can use the created manuals to solve their problems.

2.1 Expert/Trainer Editor

The actual flowchart of the editor mode is illustrated in Fig. 2. First, the image is retrieved from mobile camera. The expert chooses the interactive points on the image and
selects the corresponding instructions, i.e., text and action animation. When the system receives this information, it finds the region of interests of the input image by incorporating its saliency map from the real-time AH method [6] and the interactive points (with applied Gaussian kernel) input by the experts. The regions with high salient values will be kept while a Gaussian blur [7] is applied to the other regions. This is to ensure that the image matching and tracking functions focus more on the main object and the interactive points. Next, the feature extraction is applied to extract the keypoint descriptors, i.e., SIFT [5], of the feature points. Note that the chosen descriptors are invariant to noise, scale, and rotation. Lastly, all the fine-tuned images, instruction information and keypoint descriptors are stored on the manual database.

2.2 User/Trainee Guidance

The trainees log into the system and select the appropriate manuals for their repairing tasks. As shown in Fig. 3, the trainee mode shows the instruction in the text form. In addition, the trainee mode shows the reference photo to guide the trainee point to the correct scene. Meanwhile, the video frame from the live streaming of mobile camera undergoes the feature extraction, namely, keypoint descriptors. Next, the keypoints of the current video frame are matched with the ones of the stored images in the scenario. Once the frame is matched, the system performs image tracking and compute the camera pose to the scene. Then, instruction information associated with the current step is delivered back to the user’s device, and the information is superimposed on top of the video image. Once each step is done, the trainee commands the devices to proceed to the next step via touch screen interface.

It is worth noting that the interactive manuals implicitly support reparation step verification. In other words, it means that the users will be reminded if they forget to perform any step. Our system is also supported on head mounted display [4], a mobile augmented reality device that provides an immersive augmented reality experience, and frees user’s hands to do the task. The actual usage of the trainee mode is illustrated in Fig. 3.

3. DEMONSTRATION PLAN

For the demonstration, we will show our system with two modes, expert/editor and trainee modes. Demo presenters provide all necessary items for the demo, such as laptops, smart phones and tablets. Given the demo application, the participants are encouraged to generate interesting manuals in the editor mode and actually exploit the created scenarios to amend things. During the demonstration, we will also provide users guidance through steps by steps as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a user-friendly application creating interactive manuals from mobile devices. Given a repair scenario, the MARIM system allows the expert to create the interactive manuals. In the meantime, the trainee can download the manuals to repair his/her own stuffs. Limited by the current performance of image matching and object tracking, some sudden camera movements may make the object mistracked. This issue can be further alleviated along with the development of state-of-the-art tracking methods. We believe this work can inspire more research in the future.
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